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Abstract 
The safety of miners is of interest to all countries. In the event of a coal mine 
disaster, how to locate the miners remains the biggest and most urgent issue. 
The aim of this study is to propose a precise positioning method for 
underground mine environments to a low cost and with acceptable accuracy. 
During the research work, in-depth learning and analysis of current geolocation 
methods for indoor areas have been carried out: advantages, disadvantages and 
the level of suitability of each method for mine environment have been 
presented. A layered two-step Hidden Markov Model has been proposed to 
simulate human walking in underground mine environments and an improved 
Viterbi algorithm suitable for the model has been implemented. The result of 
the positioning accuracy is quite satisfying compared to other positioning 
methods in the same category. A small modification to the proposed model has 
been illustrated in the future work which makes it more suitable for different 
situations rather than that limited by assumptions. The proposed positioning 
method can be claimed to be quite suitable for underground mine environments 
to a low cost and with acceptable accuracy. 

Keywords: Underground mine environment, Indoor location, Layered two-step 
Hidden Markov Model, Viterbi algorithm. 
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Notation 
AOA               Angle of Arrival 

ADKNN         Average Distance to K-Nearest-Neighbor   

KNN               K-Nearest-Neighbor 

LOS  Light Of Sight 

MU                 Mobile Unit 

NLOS             None Light Of Sight 

RSS                 Received Signal Strength 

RTOF              Roundtrip Time of Flight 

RU                   Reference Unit 

RFID               Radio Frequency Identification 

TOA                Time of Arrival 

TDOA             Time Difference of Arrival 

HMM              Hidden Markov Model 

SVM               Select Vector Machine 

 

Mathematical notation 

!(#, %)  Max partial probability of state # at time % 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background and problem motivation 

 The safety of miners is of interest to all countries. Historically, mining has 
been an extremely dangerous activity and there has been countless coal mining 
disasters [1]. In 2011 alone, over 2,000 coal miners died in mine disasters in 
China. When coal mining disasters occur, the most crucial thing is to know 
where the miners are so that the rescue team can find the miners and save lives. 
Hence, it is necessary to figure out a precise tracking positioning method for 
underground mine environments. 

Meanwhile, there is a growing interest in accurate positioning method and 
location based applications for the indoor environments [2]. GPS and E-911 
services, for obvious reasons, cannot provide satisfactory assistance when it 
comes to finding the accurate location indoors. Therefore, the demand of 
hardware facilities and precise positioning methods for indoor areas for the 
purpose of public safety and commercial application is quite urgent, especially 
in industrial environments. An underground mine environment is also a sort of 
indoor environment, but it is different from other indoor environments because 
of its structure. Concrete walls and long corridors makes the propagation 
mechanism of RF signals unique and quite different from that in open space. 
Because of this, many signal propagation models and positioning techniques 
cannot be implemented directly into a mine-like environment and a research on 
a geolocation method for underground mine environments is necessary. 

Basically, indoor geolocation techniques can be divided into three categories: 
geometrical method, scenery based method and proximity aware method [3]. 
The geometrical method is not preferred because special signals, such as ultra 
wideband (UWB) should be used if we want to achieve high accuracy. That 
means high quality devices and expensive equipment will be deployed into the 
environment which is time consuming and costly. Scenery based method is are 
suitable for mine environments because it requires fingerprints of a certain 
environment and this is applicable for mine environments. However, scenery 
based method, more or less, have a “jumping” problem which is that the 
estimated locations of two sequential observation fingerprints can be far away. 
This is not good because we want to locate a person rather than an object and 
human walking is continuous. This draw back needs to be improved. 
Sometimes we do not have to know the exact location of a person or target, we 
only want to know which room the target is in. For this, the proximity aware 
method is appropriate. Well what we are looking for is a precise positioning 
method and therefore proximity aware method is not suitable. 

In this paper, a layered two-step Hidden Markov Model which belongs to 
scenery based method is proposed. The signal we choose is Wi-Fi signals for its 
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cheapness and easy to obtain and fingerprints we use is received signal strength 
values. The proposed method successfully solve the “jumping” problem by 
taking previous two states’ information into calculation. And an improved 
Viterbi algorithm suitable for the layered two-step HMM is proposed. By using 
direction information and deleting impossible paths, the improved Viterbi 
algorithm is able to simulate human walking for underground mine 
environments. Experimental data has been collect from a mine like environment 
which has concrete walls and long corridors and four possible walking paths 
have been tested. The result is quite satisfying compared with three other 
positioning algorithm in scenery based method. Overall aim  

The purpose of this study is to figure out a way of locating people in 
underground mine environments. A mine environment which is different from 
other indoor environment, has a unique structure which consequently affects the 
signal propagation mechanisms. This is why the overall aim of this thesis is to 
study the existing positioning method for indoor situations and propose a 
suitable positioning method for underground mine environments to the lowest 
costs and with acceptable accuracy.  

1.2 Detailed problem statement  
Existing facilities should be used if we want to achieve the goal of having low 
costs. However, trying to improve the accuracy by using existing facilities is 
never easy and remains the biggest problem. Moreover, how to test if the 
method is suitable for underground mine environments is another problem to be 
solved. The challenges of designing a method for mine environments is 
formulated the detailed problem statements listed below: 

1) What kind of positioning techniques are there for indoor areas and what 
are their advantages and disadvantages? 

2) What kind of positioning method is suitable for underground mine 
environments? 

3) Which method in problem (2) has the lowest costs? 

4) How can the accuracy of the chosen technique from problem (3) be 
improved?   

5) How should the proposed location estimation method be implemented? 

6) Where and how should data which is similar to mine environments be 
collected in order to test the proposed method? 
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1.3 Scope 
The study focuses on proposing a positioning method which can be applied in 
underground mine environments and which provides an acceptable 
improvement of accuracy using existing facilities.   

All of the experimental data for the feasibility test of the proposed method was 
collected in the basement of the R building at Mid Sweden University, which is 
similar to a underground mine environment because it has concrete walls and 
long corridors. 

 I decided to use a layered two-step Hidden Markov Model for the simulation. 
As for the positioning method, I proposed an improved Viterbi algorithm 
suitable for a layered two-step HMM. Most importantly, the improved Viterbi 
algorithm make uses of direction information and deletes impossible paths, 
which makes it more similar to human walking and gives a very good result in 
locating. 

1.4 Outline 
Chapter 1 describes the background, emphasizes the overall aim and scope, and 
lists the detailed problem statement and contribution of the thesis. Chapter 2 
describes different types of indoor positioning methods and analyzes their 
advantages and disadvantages. At the end of Chapter 2, the most suitable 
positioning method for underground mine environments to the lowest cost is 
illustrated and chosen as the basis for the proposed method. Chapter 3 
introduces the tools, assumptions, mathematical models etc. used to design a 
positioning method for underground mine environments. Furthermore, detailed 
steps of implementing this work is presented. Chapter 4 specifically presents 
the problem of how to implement the proposed location estimation method, 
including the structure of the method and each part of the structure. Chapter 5 
illustrates and evaluates the positioning results by using different data 
processing techniques, using different RUs and different positioning methods 
from the theory part. Chapter 6 discusses the conclusions and provides an 
explanation to the results from Chapter 5 and analyzes the limitations of the 
proposed method. Based on this, a way of improving the proposed method is 
introduced as future work.  

1.5 Contributions 
During the research work, I have made following contributions: 

• Research on most of the positioning techniques for indoor areas, 
advantages and disadvantages of each technique have been analyzed, 
which methods are more suitable in underground mine environments 
using existing infrastructure have been demonstrated. 
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• Data from the R building at Mid Sweden University has been collected, 
and different mathematical methods to process the data have been used 
and evaluated.  

• A layered two-step Hidden Markov Model for mine environments and a 
new positioning method which modifies Viterbi algorithm by adding 
direction information and deleting impossible paths in order to better fit 
human walking have been proposed. 

• The accuracy of the modified Viterbi algorithm and similar techniques 
from the theory chapter have been evaluated.  
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2 Theory  
In this chapter, different geolocation methods will be listed and analyzed. These 
positioning techniques can be divided into three categories: geometrical method, 
scenery based method and proximity aware method [3]. Before introducing the 
first method, two abbreviations should be introduced: Mobile Unit (MU) and 
Reference Unit (RU). MU is a moving unit that needs to be located, it can be a 
vehicle or a person or other targets. RU is a fixed and position known anchor or 
node which is used to locate MU. 

2.1 Geometrical Method 

The geometrical method uses geometrical distance or an angle for positioning 
work, including Time of Arrival (TOA), Time Different of Arrival (TDOA), 
Angle of Arrival (AOA), Received Signal Strength (RSS), Roundtrip Time Of 
Flight (RTOF). TOA, TDOA, RTOF and RSS are distance positioning methods, 
while AOA is angle positioning technique. 

2.1.1 Time of Arrival 

The TOA method requires at least three RUs for location. It calculates the 
transfer time of a signal between the MU and each RU, and uses it to compute 
the distance. In this way, the position of MU can be found as an intersection 
point.  

If there are three RUs, RU1, RU2, RU3, and the distance between the MU and 
RUi is '#. Then we have    

'# = )# − ) ++ -# − - +					# = 1, 2, 3																										(1) 

where (), -) is the coordinate of MU and ()#, -#) is the coordinate of RUi. If 
the MU transmits the signal at time %0 , and the RUi received the signal at time 
%# ,  

'# = %# − %0 3								# = 1, 2, 3																																														(2) 

where 3 is the signal propagation speed.  
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Figure 2.1 Method of TOA 

Each RU is the center of a circle, the distance between the MU and RU is used 
as radius to draw three circles, and the MU’s position is the intersection point.  

Simple and small computation are the virtues of the TOA method, it is easy to 
understand and implement. However, in order to calculate the transfer time 
precisely, the clocks of the MU and RU should be synchronized. The TOA 
method can be realized using different types of signals like Ultra Wideband 
(UWB) [6] or direct sequence spread-spectrum (DSSS) [4], [5]. Also, good 
equipment should be employed. As for underground mine environments, this 
method is applicable but special devices must be used.  

2.1.2 Roundtrip Time of Flight 

The RTOF method is basically the same as TOA. The only difference is that 
after the RU receives the transfer signal from the MU, it immediately replies 
back. In this way, the distance has been calculated using roundtrip time which 
is twice the distance as one way, and should be divide by two.  

The good thing is there is no need to synchronize the clocks of the RU and MU. 
However, undiscoverable errors may have occurred if the RU is unable to reply 
as soon as it receive the transmitted signal. As for the TOA method, RTOF can 
also be applied in a mine environment. 

2.1.3 Time Difference of Arrival 

Unlike the TOA method, TDOA does not use the distance between the RU and 
MU to calculate the intersection point but to compute the difference of distance 
from the MU to each RU. The TDOA method also requires at least three RUs. 
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Assuming there are three RUs, we can have 

'1 − '2 = )1 − ) ++ -1 − - + − )2 − ) ++ -2 − - +											(3) 

where '1, '2 are the distance between the MU and RU1, RU2. (), -) are the 
coordinates of the MU and ()1, -1) is the coordinate of the RU1, ()2, -2) are 
the coordinates of RU2. We also have  

'1 − '2 = %1 − %2 3																																																					(4) 

 %1 is the signal received time at RU1, %2 is the signal received time at RU2, 3 
is the signal transfer speed. In general, the difference in distance can be 
expressed as: 

'#5 = )# − ) ++ -# − - + − )5 − ) ++ -5 − - + = %# − %5 3				(5) 

By using at least two '#5 we can get the MU’s position. TDOA is presented in 
Figure 2.2 

 

Figure 2.2 Method of TDOA 

Better than the TOA method, the TDOA method only has to synchronize the 
clocks between RUs because it only needs the time of arrival at different RUs. 
Just like TOA, the TDOA method can also be placed in underground mine 
environments.  

2.1.4 Received Signal Strength 

The RSS method exploits the signal propagation mechanism: power of signal 
varies from distance to distance. By using signal models, the distance between 
RU and MU is calculable and hence we can figure out the MU position in the 
same way as TOA or TDOA using at least 3 RUs. 
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There are several familiar signal models: the free space path loss model, 
empirical models, ray trace models and shadowing models [6]. The free space 
path loss model is suitable for open space and does not take signal propagation 
fading such as reflection, multipath fading, penetration etc. into consideration. 
A widely used empirical model of a narrow band signal in dB is [7] [8]: 

78%ℎ:;<<=> ' = 78%ℎ:;<<?
=> + 10nlogD?

'
'0

																						(6) 

in which 78<<:;<<=> '  is the path loss at distance ', 78%ℎ:;<<?=> is the path 
loss at reference distance '0 and n is the path loss factor. The RSS method can 
be presented as in Figure 2.3: 

 

Figure 2.3 Method of RSS 

The RSS method’s location principle is almost the same as TOA and TDOA, 
but it has an advantage over others. For the TOA and TDOA methods, 
hardware facilities must be constructed for a position algorithm while the RSS 
method can make use of existing infrastructure, such as Wi-Fi networks, 
without requiring any additional energy or bandwidth. However, it also has 
great disadvantages. In indoor areas, the received signal strength values show 
ambiguous phenomenon where RSS value varies along with time even at a 
fixed point, resulting in poor accuracy. This uncertainty of the RSS value is due 
to signal propagation fading. In addition, the RSS value may also be infected by 
obstacles in the propagation path and the quality of the receiver. To sum up, the 
RSS method can be used in mine environments but accuracy has to be 
improved. 
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2.1.5 Angle of Arrival 

The AOA method utilize angles between MU and different RUs to locate a 
target. By adjusting transmit antennas, RU is able to send directional signals 
towards the MU. The procedure is shown in Figure 2.4  

 

Figure 2.4 Method of AOA 

As shown in Figure 2.4, at least two RU are needed to locate the MU, and 
MU’s position is the intersection point of the lines which are the transmit paths 
of RU1, RU2.  

tan H1 =
- − -1
) − )1

																																																			(7) 

tan H2 =
- − -2
) − )2

																																																			(8) 

Solving equation (7) and (8) we can get the coordinates of the MU. 

A major advantage of the AOA method over other methods is that it does not 
require synchronization of clocks between the RU and MU, or between RUs. It 
only needs to know the angle of the incoming signals. But the AOA method has 
several serious drawbacks. One disadvantage is that satisfying accuracy can 
only be achieved by precise equipment, which is expensive. The other is that 
the AOA method is very sensitive to multipath reflections. In indoor 
environments, where there is existing serious multipath reflection, it is a fatal 
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shortcoming because the MU receives multiple signals from different directions. 
For this reason, the AOA method is not suitable for underground mine 
environments. 

2.2 Scenery Based Method 
When transmitting in indoor areas, the signal seems to have a unique property, 
called fingerprint, at different locations, which can be signal strength or link 
quality. This is a comprehensive result of reflection, penetration, scattering, 
small scale fading and diffraction. Also, this special property depends on the 
environment in which the signal is propagating and the position of the RUs and 
it will change if we alter the situation. Thus, the method of using the fingerprint 
of a certain environment is called the scenery based method. Usually, a signal’s 
RSS value is used as fingerprint in the scenery based method [3].  

In order to use the scenery based method, the first thing to do is to collect the 
fingerprints of the RF signals at different positions into a database. Once this 
step has been completed, the scenery based method calculates the MU’s 
position by matching the fingerprint of the MU’s current location to the 
fingerprint in the database and finds the closest one. In this way, it can find the 
MU’s location. 

The number of scenery based methods has increased in recent years. Generally, 
it contains the following method: a pattern recognition method and a probability 
method. The pattern recognition method includes K-Nearest-Neighbor (KNN), 
Continuous Tracking K-Nearest-Neighbor (CTKNN), and the machine learning 
method, while the probability method mainly contains the Normal Power Delay 
Function (NPDF) and the Bayesian method. 

2.2.1 Pattern recognition method 

The pattern recognition method tends to find the closest fingerprint in the 
database which has been built up at early stage by using the current RSS 
observation values. Most of the pattern recognition method makes use of 
Euclidean distance to define the word “closest”. 

2.2.1.1 K-Nearest-Neighbour 

Bahl and Padmanabhan (2000) first proposed the Nearest Neighbor in Signal 
Space (NNSS) [9] algorithm to realize K-Nearest-Neighbor method in 
Microsoft Research. They first studied the feasibility of using RSS values to 
measure distance and concluded that it is viable to measure distance by RSS 
values. Then they proposed an empirical model to generate RSS values as 
fingerprints in a database. Finally they worked out a method called Ave-KNN 
to locate RU. 

The NNSS algorithm calculates the Euclidean distance between the observed 
RSS value at target position and all the fingerprints in database collected from a 
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fixed location. It then finds the smallest Euclidean distance in signal space. 
Assume that the observed RSS value is KLL; , the fingerprint database 
is KLL1, KLL2, KLL3 ,then the smallest Euclidean distance is 

M = N#O KLL; − KLL1 + + KLL; − KLL1 + + KLL; − KLL1 + 				(9) 

Because of the signal’s propagation mechanism, there may be similar RSS 
values at different physical places and there is no reason to ignore the 
remaining closest fingerprints. So the author fetches several nearest positions to 
calculate a weighted average location using the Ave-KNN algorithm as shown 
in Figure 2.5 

 

 

Figure 2.5 Method of KNN 

As shown in Figure 2.5, L1, L2, L3 and L4 are the four nearest neighbors of a 
target position, and W1, W2, W3 and W4 are the weights to each of the nearest 
neighbor. WL is the weighted location which is the final result positon. 

The advantage of the KNN method is that it stays at its low computation and 
simple model, while its main disadvantage is that if one of the neighbors is far 
from the target position in physical distance, but close in signal space, the 
accuracy of the KNN is poor. The author claimed to have an accuracy of 2.75m 
at 50%.  

2.2.1.2 Continuous Tracking K-Nearest-Neighbor 

Bahl and Padmanabhan (2000) proposed an improved method to the KNN 
method for continuous tracking [10]. We will call it continuous tracking k-
nearest-neighbor for convenience. Because the Ave-KNN algorithm may take a 
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faraway position as a nearest neighbor as they may have close Euclidean 
distance in signal space, Bahl and Padmanabhan save the nearest neighbors of 
each observed RSS value into a cache and then calculate the shortest path. The 
algorithm is shown in Figure 2.6 [10]: 

 

 

Figure 2.6 Method of CTKNN 

Where 1, 2… h is the number of RSS observation values and k is the number of 
nearest neighbors selected at each RSS observation value, dij is the weight from 
point i to point j, which is calculated as the physical distance between i and j. 

This CTKNN algorithm is a bit like Viterbi algorithm and also called Viterbi 
like algorithm with an accuracy of 2.37 meters [10]. The main drawback of this 
algorithm is that the first position is guessed and therefore the starting point 
may be incorrect. Also, how many nearest neighbor and how many numbers of 
signal strength samples should be taken into consideration remains unproved. 
There should be a convincing statement for it. 

2.2.1.3 Machine learning  

Machine learning is just a category of many specific training algorithms which 
includes neural network, Select Vector Machine (SVM) Hidden Markov Model 
(HMM) and so on. Basically, the ways of doing pattern recognition for different 
methods are the same. They all set a fixed location and the RSS fingerprint as 
input, the target location as training purpose and try to find the most suitable 
fingerprint as database for this location. When in real-time positioning, 
observed RSS values are used to match the fingerprints which has been trained. 
Such methods have been implemented by [12], [13], [18], [19], [20] and [21]. 
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The advantage is that the accuracy is better than KNN and CFKNN while the 
disadvantage is the huge amount of computational work and preparation work 
for the real-time estimations.  

2.2.2 Probability method 

In comparison to the pattern recognition method, the probability method has its 
unique advantages. Unlike pattern recognition, the probability method collects 
RSS values at a certain position and saves all of the data using a probability 
distribution. The pattern recognition’s database is at a certain point only a 
weighted value. In this way, the probability method obtains more information 
of the scenery and therefore has a better result [14] [15].  

2.2.2.1 Normal Power Delay Function 

The Normal Power Delay Function (NPDF) uses normal distribution to fit the 
collected data at each database location. Assume there are m RUs, µi and σi are 
the mean value and standard deviation of the collected RSS value set for RUi at 
the location j , {o1, o2, o3 …} are the possible observation values. So the 
probability of observing o1 at location j is  

7T
UD = 7 ;1 V(W#, X#) 																																											(10)

Y

Z[D

 

Thus the most possible location to observe o1 is 

\8)	 7T
UD = 7 ;1 V(W#, X#)

Y

Z[D

																																		(11) 

The advantage of the NPDF is that it uses probability to calculate the most 
possible place and contains far more information than the pattern recognition 
method, but most importantly, this method improves the accuracy in most 
situations. However, its drawback is that normal distribution may not fit the 
database well and hence the power delay function should be changed depending 
on the environment this method is applied in.  

2.2.2.2 Bayesian  

According to [11], a Bayesian method is proposed based on the NPDF. By 
using Bayesian roles, 

7 ]^ = 	7 ] ^ 7 ^ = 7 ^ ] 7 ] 																																	(12) 

assuming _ is the set of position. _ = 51, 52, 53… 5O  

7 _ a =
7 a _ 7 _
7(a)

																																																	(13) 
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7 a = 7 a _# 7 _#b
Z[D 																																								(14)  

7 _#  is the result of equation (11) . In this way, we can get more than a 
continuous set of locations. 

2.3 Proximity aware method 

Sometimes we do not have to know the exact location of a person or target, we 
only want to know which room the target is in. For this, the proximity aware 
method is appropriate. 

[16] investigates indoor location sensing using RFID, and [17] make use of 
visible light to locate the target’s position. Basically, the principle of the 
proximity aware method can be shown as in Figure 2.7 

 

  

Figure 2.7 Method of RFID 

When the MU enters the room, the RFID chip in the entrance of the room will 
be activated and therefore the MU’s location is known.  The advantage of the 
proximity aware method is that there is no need to know to the precise location 
of the MU, only the room the MU is in is enough. The disadvantage is that it 
requires special devices, and when the MU is not in any room, this method is 
useless. Hence, this is not suitable for underground mine environments.  
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2.4 Selecting positioning method  

After studying and analyzing each of the existing positioning methods, we 
decide to choose the scenery based method because it is easier to access and we 
can use existing devices like Wi-Fi networks. Specifically, we decide to use the 
probability method as it contains more environment information and satisfying 
accuracy.  
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3 Methodology 
The thesis work is carried out according to the detailed problem description in 
order to fulfil the aim of proposing a geolocation algorithm for underground 
mine environments.  

In specific, for problem 1 to 3, an exhaustive analysis of the indoor positioning 
method has been conducted. Considering the costs, the scenery based method is 
chosen because it can make use of existing facilities, such as Wi-Fi signals, no 
special devices required. Furthermore, considering the accuracy, the probability 
method is preferred as it contains more information about the environment and 
has a better accuracy than other methods included in the scenery based method.  

To solve problem 4, a layered two-step Hidden Markov Model is proposed. 
Since the KNN, CTKNN and other pattern recognition methods have the 
disadvantage of positioning the estimation location to some faraway point 
because the signal distance between them is quite close, and at mean time the 
probability method calculates the estimation location separately. An idea of 
how the problem could be solved emerges: can we make use of the previous 
location in physical space to predict the next and not just calculate each 
separate probability for reaching a certain place but a sequence of possible 
locations. The idea is applicable because walking is continuous and a person 
cannot jump from a position to faraway position. Combining these two parts of 
the idea, the HMM model is most suitable. In order to use HMM to simulate 
human walking in an underground mine environment, several assumptions 
should be made: 

• A person should always walk in the middle of a corridor.  

• There are only three states of human walking: forward, stop and 
backward. 

• A person cannot move to other points than the neighbour points in one 
second  

As for the positioning method, an improved Viterbi algorithm is proposed. 
Detailed content can be found in Chapter 4. 

For problem 5, we have chosen the implementation language C++ because of 
its superior performance in real time and it can be easily ported into embedded 
systems or platforms. The tools and development software are listed in Table 
3.1 
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Table 3.1 Tools and development software 

Name Version Function 

JRE 1.8 Java Running Environment  

Eclipse Luna IDE 

MINGW  Compiler and tool chain 

Eigen 3.2.4 a C++ template library for 
linear algebra 

 

For problem 6, the basement of the R building at Mid Sweden University in 
Sundsvall, Sweden is chosen to conduct the data collecting procedure because it 
has concrete walls and long corridors which matches the character of an 
underground mine environment. In addition, mobile phone signals are totally 
blocked in the basement. The detailed description of the environment and the 
complete procedure of collecting data will be illustrated in the first section of 
Chapter 4. 

In this way, all possible solutions to the problems of realizing the goal of 
working out a positioning algorithm for a mine environment have been 
proposed. Thus, the thesis work can be carried out in the following steps: 

• Read papers about the indoor positioning method, analyse their 
advantages, disadvantages, costs and accuracy. Choose the most suitable 
method for an underground mine environment. 

• Collect enough data sets of the mine-like environment and use different 
mathematical methods to analyse the data and compare how it fits with 
environment. 

• Implement the proposed positioning method to the lowest cost and with 
acceptable accuracy using the tools listed in Table 3.1. 

•  Evaluate the results by using different mathematical data processing 
methods, using different RUs and different positioning method from the 
scenery based method. The criteria for evaluation is accuracy in meters. 
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4 Design 
A very common implementation of the indoor location system is shown in 
Figure 4.1 [2]. 

 

  Figure 4.1 Flow diagram of positioning system in indoor areas 

In the diagram, there are two basic blocks for realizing a positioning system 
which are the sensor block and the positioning algorithm block. In the sensor 
block, the RU or MU sensor gets the received RF signal’s information, such as 
time, angle, and RSS values, and then sends this information as input matric. 
Afterward, the positioning algorithm uses this matric to calculate the position of 
the MU.  

Since we have chosen the scenery based method, the RF signal we use is the 
Wi-Fi signal and the location matric we select is the received signal strength 
values. The flow diagram of our positioning method is illustrated in Figure 4.2 
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  Figure 4.2   Flow diagram of proposed positioning method 

In the off-line stage, the RSS values at 36 points of a mine-like environment are 
collected and processed. In this way, the fingerprint database of this mine-like 
environment is built up and prepared for later positioning use. During the online 
stage, when the MU starts moving, a continuous RSS value set is measured and 
stored. The proposed layered two-step Hidden Markov Model positioning 
method locates the MU’s position by calculating the biggest probability of 
location sequence based on the fingerprint database and RSS observation value 
set. Each block will be shown and explained in this chapter. 
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4.1 Off-line Stage 
The main purpose of off-line stage is to build up a fingerprint database for a 
given environment. It is made up by three components which are collect data, 
data process, and database build up. 

4.1.1 Collect data 

In this part, where and how we collect our data will be discussed in detail. The 
three main parts include test environment, test device and the data collection 
approach.  

4.1.1.1 Test environment 

The whole project is carried out in the basement of the R-building at Mid 
Sweden University in Sundsvall, Sweden. The test environment conditions are 
shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 

 

Figure 4.3   The basement of the R building at Mid Sweden University in 
Sundsvall, Sweden  
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Figure 4.4   The basement of R building at Mid Sweden University in 
Sundsvall, Sweden 

In this situation, mobile phone signals are completely blocked. The walls are 
made of concrete, and the corridors are long, therefore it is considered a mine-
like environment.  

4.1.1.2 Test device 

In this project, we use three same TP-LINK routers as Wi-Fi access points and 
as RU. A picture of this the is shown in Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5   Picture of TP-LINK TL-MF 3420 

This router is a 3G/4G Wireless N Router Model No. TL-MF 3420. It has two 
transmitting antennas which can be adjusted according to transmit direction and 
comply with IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n standard. 

As for MU, we use a man moving with laptop. The technical information of this 
laptop can be found in Table 4.1 

Table 4.1 Laptop technical information  

Technical Information MU 

Operating System Linux Ubuntu 14.02 64 bit 

CPU Intel i5-2.26GHz 

RAM 4G 

Wi-Fi Advanced-N 6205 

 

As shown in Table 4.1, we choose to use Linux Ubuntu as the operating system 
of the laptop because there is a RSS value measuring function, which means 
there is no need to download such an application. 

During the off-line stage, we just need to collect RSS values in a certain 
position and will not have to move around. We place this PC on a chair at the 
same height as the TP-LINK routers. 
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4.1.1.3 Data collection approach 

An abstract graph of the basement can be found as Figure 4.6, 

 

Figure 4.6   Abstract graph of test basement  

From 1 to 36, each cross indicates a fixed point in the environment, and the 
distance between two neighbor points is 1 meter. RU1 is 1 meter in front of 
point 1, RU2 is set at the corner, which means all points are in Line of Sight 
(LOS) to it and RU3 is placed close to point 32. The width of the corridor is 4 
meters, and the angle of the corner is around 137 degree. 

For each point, we collect 20 RSS values in 20 seconds. Because of signal 
propagation fade, the RSS value at places not far from one point varies a certain 
degree. Since we are going to use the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and 
assume that a MU only moves in the middle of the corridor, the RSS value at 
the centre point alone cannot represent the signal property for this small area. 
Hence we will also collect data at 4 sub points to obtain more data and get a 
better description of the environment. The process is shown in Figure 4.7: 
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Figure 4.7   Data collection approach graph 

As we can see from Figure 4.7, we collected the RSS values of 4 sub points in 
addition to the centre point. The centre point and its sub points are called a cell. 
Each sub point is 0.5 meters from the centre point.  

The code for measuring and collecting RSS value for Linux is shown below: 

 

By setting collect number and interval time we can get number of RSS values 
per second. In this way, we collect 100 RSS values for each cell, and 3600 RSS 
values for the whole environment. 
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4.1.2 Data Processing 

Since we are going to use the probability method for positioning, the data we 
collect should be managed into formulation of probability distribution. In order 
to find the most likely probability distribution and best fit the environment, we 
tried three different distributions to process the data: distribution of random 
variable, Gaussian distribution and mixed Gaussian distribution. Result of each 
probability distribution will be examined and analysed in the result and 
evaluation chapter. This part is crucial for positioning accuracy and will be 
explained in detail.     

4.1.2.1 Distribution of random variable 

The original data from Linux is illustrated in Figure 4.8: 

 

Figure 4.8   Original data from Linux  

The desired RSS values are in the column “level” in negative numbers. The 
total range of RSS values collected is from -11dBm to -80dBm, and the total 
number of locations (cells) is 36. For convenience, we turn it into positive 
numbers and rearrange it from 1dBm to 70dBm. Therefore, a 36*70 sized 
matrix is generated as the probability distribution matrix for one RU. 

For each cell, by using random variable distribution, the times of each RSS 
value occurred in the range are calculated and divided by 100 (one centre point 
and four sub points) as the probability. As for the RSS value not occurred, the 
probability is zero. The discrete distribution graph of cell No.1 for RU1 is 
illustrated in Figure 4.9 as an example: 
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Figure 4.9   PDF generated at cell 1 for RU1 by using random variable 
distribution (X is rearranged RSS values, Y is probability density) 

In Figure 4.9, the RSS value at 19 has the biggest probability, which means it 
occurs most times. Similarly, distribution probability from all 36 cells is 
generated and stored for RU1. 

The random variable distribution directly reflects the property of measured data 
to some extent. But it also has an important disadvantage. The probability at 
RSS value 9 and 10 is zero in Figure 4.9 for point 1, and the value next to these 
values is not zero. It is possible that the values 9 and 10 are not detected by the 
laptop. Hence, a better probability distribution which has a more continuous 
cover over the measured data is needed.  

4.1.2.2 Gaussian distribution 

As discussed in previous paragraph, Gaussian distribution N W, X is proposed 
and used to fit the measured data. Also, the distribution graph at cell 1 for RU1 
is shown in Figure 4.10 
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Figure 4.10   PDF generated at cell 1 for RU1 by using Gaussian 
distribution (X is RSS values, Y is probability density)  

Where the W (mean or expectation) of the distribution is 14.68 dBm, and the X 
(standard deviation) is 4.5733. The probability of each RSS value is calculated 
using the integral of the Probability Density Function (PDF). 

d ), W, X =
1

2eX+
fg

(hgi)j

+kj 																																						(15) 

Since only integer RSS values are taken into consideration, the probability of 
each RSS value is calculated using following equation: 

 7 ) = d ), W, X
hl?.n
hg?.n

																																									(16) 

Where x is the RSS value to be computed. 

Also, the rest of the Gaussian distribution for cell 2 to 36 are generated and 
stored for RU1. Gaussian distribution seems to have a more continuous 
distribution over all the possible RSS values and solves the problem of random 
variable distribution. However, during the data process procedure, a common 
phenomenon is discovered. Almost every cell has the two biggest probability 
RSS values which seems to be the comprehensive impact of signal reflection, 
penetration, scatter or small scale fading. But Gaussian only has one peak as its 
mean value, therefore a mixed Gaussian distribution is used. 
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4.1.2.3 Mixed Gaussian distribution 

Mixed Gaussian distribution is a combination of two separate Gaussian 
distributions. Assume ]~V W1, X1 , ^~V W2, X2 , the probability distribution 
of mixed Gaussian distribution is  

d ) = pd ), W1, X1 + 1 − p d ), W2, X2 																										(17) 

where p is the mixing parameter. 

The probability distribution graph using mixed Gaussian distribution at cell 1 
for RU1 is shown in Figure 4.11 

 

Figure 4.11   PDF generated at cell 1 for RU1 by using mixed Gaussian 
distribution (X is RSS values, Y is probability density)  

Where p  is 0.6091, W1  equals to 11.8277, W2  is 19.1242, X1  is 3.5427, X2 
equals to 0.6727.  

It seems that mixed Gaussian distribution suits the environment better than 
Gaussian and random variable distribution. All these distribution probability 
will be examined and analyzed to find the best performance. 
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4.1.3 Database build up 

Since three different distributions are used to examine the positioning algorithm, 
three different fingerprint database are built up for each of the distributions. 

In each fingerprint databases, a 36*70 size matrix with 36 cells and 70 RSS 
values for one RU is generated and stored. In total, one fingerprint database is 
made up of a 3*36*70 matrix with probability. 

In this way, the off-line stage is accomplished and three fingerprint databases 
are generated. 

4.2 On-line Stage 
During the on-line stage, a continuous sequence of RSS values is measured 
along with a moving MU. The purpose of the on-line stage is to locate the MU 
using this RSS value sequence. In order to compare and evaluate the different 
distribution techniques in the data processing procedure, 100 groups of data are 
collected. To test the positioning algorithm performance and accuracy of the 
real situation, anther 100 groups of RSS value sequences are collected. The 
details of these data will be explained. 

As shown in Figure 4.6, a person with a laptop serves as MU and moves from 
point 1 to point 36 with an average speed of 1m/s. As soon as the person begin 
to move, the laptop starts to measure RSS values and stores them in cache per 
second. When the person reaches point 36, he stops for 4 seconds. In this way, a 
sequence of 40 RSS values is recorded and this procedure is repeated for 50 
times. Another 50 groups of RSS values are the reverse of the previous process.  

In a real time situation, the following conditions apply: the person may stop in 
the middle of the corridor or walk for a distance and then turn back. Therefore, 
the RSS value sequences from point 1 to 9 and which stop at 9, from point 1 to 
9 and then back to 1, from 36 to 15 and then stop at 15, from 36 to 15 and then 
move back are collected and used to test the algorithm. Each situation generates 
50 groups of data. 

The off-line stage and on-line stage are and ready for the positioning algorithm. 

4.3 Positioning algorithm 
This part explains and demonstrates the proposed positioning algorithm. It can 
be divided into two sub parts, which are layered two-step HMM for the 
underground mine environment and improved Viterbi algorithm for positioning. 
In the layered two-step HMM, it is illustrated why we choose this model and 
how it works, while in the improved Viterbi algorithm, a changed Viterbi 
algorithm is introduced and it is explained why it can locate the MU. 
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4.3.1 Layered Two-step HMM  

When analysing the scenery based method, KNN and other machine learning 
methods all have a significant problem, the RSS values at different physical 
distances may have the same signal space distance. Thus when applying 
fingerprint matching techniques, a faraway point may be considered as the 
current point of MU. CTKNN figures a way to reduce this error by calculating 
the shortest path of the matching result. However this does not solve the 
essential problem because they may also form a path by faraway points. After 
thinking and discussion, a positioning method which locates the current point 
by using the information of previous point is proposed.  

4.3.1.1 Hidden Markov Model 

A Hidden Markov Model is a statistic Markov model and assumed to be a 
Markov process with hidden states [20]. Generally, HMM is made up of two 
parts: Markov chain and a statistic distribution. It has five components and can 
be expressed as: 

λ = S, V, π, A, B 																																																							(18) 

each components’ meaning is shown in Table 4.2 

Table 4.2 Components of the HMM and their meaning 

Components Meaning 

S Limited state set 

V Sequence of observation 

π The probability of start at a given state 

A Probability of transfer between two 
states 

B Probability distribution of emission 
value at a given state 

 

The HMM contains a Markov chain which controls transformation from state to 
state and often uses in tracking systems. Based on different demands, there are 
generally three different algorithms to realize the HMM: the forward algorithm, 
forward-backward algorithm and Viterbi algorithm. The forward algorithm is 
mainly used to find the probability of an observed sequence when the rest of the 
information is given. However, the forward-backward algorithm tends to 
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generate a HMM from a sequence of observation. In other words, the forward-
backward uses an observation sequence to constantly adjust and change the 
variables of the HMM and to make it more suitable for observation sequences. 
It is also called the HMM learning algorithm. Finally the Viterbi algorithm uses 
the observation sequence to guess the most probable sequence of hidden states. 
It is also called decoding algorithm.  

The HMM meets the demands it makes predictions based on previous 
information. As demonstrated in the data processing part, each cell has unique 
RSS values. Hence, by using the Viterbi algorithm, a sequence of hidden states 
(points) can be generated as the MU’s moving path and thereby the MU’s 
position can be located. Furthermore, the result not only has the current MU’s 
location, but also contains the track of the MU since it began moving. This 
information is very important because even if the MU is not around the 
predicted place, an educated guess of the MU’s location can be applied since 
the previous locations of the MU and where the MU tends to move is known. 

The HMM is suitable for positioning in underground mine environment. Not 
only can it predict the current MU’s location but also compute the track of the 
MU, which is very important.  

4.3.1.2 Layered Two-step HMM for mine-like environments 

Because of assumption 2, “A MU only has three moving states: forward, stop or 
backward”, the moving states of a MU make up the first layer. The first layer is 
actually a Markov chain and the transfer probability between moving states is 
used by the second layer. The transformations of states are illustrated in Figure 
4.12 

 

Figure 4.12   Transformations between moving states in the first layer 
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As we can see from Figure 4.12, there are only three states in the first layer: 
stop, forward and backward. The moving states in the first layer attempt to 
simulate the inertia of a moving human.  

Here we make another assumption: a moving object has a higher probability of 
remaining in motion while an object at rest has a higher probability to remain 
resting. In this case, the transfer probability distribution of the MU’s moving 
states is listed in Table 4.3: 

Table 4.3 Transfer probability distribution of the MU’s moving states 

 Forward Stop Backward 

Forward 0.4 0.3 0.3 

Stop 0.3 0.4 0.3 

Backward 0.3 0.3 0.4 

 

From the table, the probability of the current moving state is bigger if it is the 
same as the previous moving state. In this way, it takes direction information 
into account which makes it more like human walking. 

As for the second layer, a HMM for the mine-like environment is proposed. For 
convenience, Figure 4.6 is illustrated here again 

 

Figure 4.6 Schematic of the basement of the R building at Mid Sweden 
University in Sundsvall, Sweden 

In order to build the second layer of the HMM, five components, illustrated in 
the last section, are needed. In this specific environment, points 1 to 36 are 
treated as the states set S = <1, <2… <36 . The observation sequence we 
collected during the on-line stage is V the size of which is 40. As for initial 
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probability π, we assume the MU starts at point 1 or point 36. Hence π is a 
1*36 size matrix with the first and last elements 0.5 and remaining elements 0. 
The transfer probability and probability distribution of the emitting value at a 
given state remains unsolved. 

According the remaining assumptions we made by using HMM: 

• The MU only moves in the middle of the corridor, i.e. the MU only 
moves at the centre point of each cell. 

• The MU cannot move to any other points than the neighbour points  

The transfer probability between states that are not neighbours can therefore to 
be considered to be zeros. For the states that are neighbours, the transfer 
probability depends on the first layer and previous moving states. The transfer 
probability distribution of the states of the second layer is shown in Table 4.4 

Table 4.4 Transfer probability distribution of second layer 

 S1 S2 S3 S4 … S36 

S1 stop|y forward|y 0 0 0 0 

S2 backword|y stop|y forward|y 0 0 0 

S3 0 backward|y stop|y forward|y 0 0 

S4 0 0 backward|y stop|y … 0 

… … … … … … ... 

S36 0 0 0 0 … stop|y 

 

Here y means the previous moving states. Hence, the previous states also 
needed to calculate the transfer probability. In this way, the transfer probability 
distribution for the second layer is actually a dynamic probability matrix in 
which the content constantly changes with time T.  

For example. Assume the MU starts at position 1, its true moving position 
sequence is s(s1, s2, s3, s3) and the MU state at time x − 1 is s3. A probability 
distribution of states is shown in Table 4.5 
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Table 4.5 Transfer probability distribution of states 

 S1 S2 S3 S4 

S1 stop forward 0 0 

S2 backward Stop forward 0 

S3 0 backward|stop stop|stop forward|stop 

… … … … … 

 

So the probability of the MU current state <y  at time T is calculated by the 
conditional probability of  <y <ygD  and <ygD <yg+  

7 <y = 7 <y <ygD | <ygD <yg+ 																																		(19)   

In this case, the probability of the current state s2 at time T is 
7 <+ <{ | <{ <{  which means	7 |83}~8�'|<%;p , and from Table 4.5, is 
0.3. Similar to the probability of the current state s3 at time T is 0.4, current 
state s4 is 0.3.  

For states that are not neighbours, the transfer probability is 0. So the 
probability of the current state still at s3 is 0.4 since the last state and the state 
before the last state are the same as the current state. This is a two-layer HMM 
because it combines two states: the moving state and the point state. Hence, the 
transfer probability distribution changes from time to time. 

However, when the MU starts to move, it is needless to take previous state into 
consideration. Thus, a start transfer probability distribution using random 
distribution is shown in Table 4.6 

Table 4.6 Start transfer Probability distribution of states 

 S1 S2 S3 S4 … S36 

S1 1/2 1/2 0 0 0 0 

S2 1/3 1/3 1/3 0 0 0 

S3 0 1/3 1/3 1/3 0 0 
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S4 0 0 1/3 1/3 … 0 

… … … … … … ... 

S36 0 0 0 0 … 1/2 

By now, the transfer probability distribution for A is done, it is a changing 
probability distribution and the initial distribution is shown in Table 4.6. 

One last component of B, which is the probability distribution of the emitting 
value at a given state, has been done during data processing procedure. B is the 
fingerprint database we produced in off-line stage. 

In this way, all the components of the layered two-step HMM is complete. 
Because the transfer probability distribution is changing from time to time and 
using a two-layer state makes it more similar to human walking. Thus this 
layered 2-step HMM is suitable in underground mine environments especially 
where there are long corridors. 

4.3.2 Improved Viterbi algorithm 

In this part, a general Viterbi algorithm will be introduced, and then an 
improved Viterbi algorithm for underground mine environments will be 
illustrated. 

4.3.2.1 General Viterbi algorithm  

When a HMM and an observation sequence are given, a continuous sequence of 
hidden states which generate the observation values is usually expected and has 
to be found. A Viterbi algorithm is proposed to accomplish this task. 

First define partial probability !, which is the probability of getting to a middle 
state of a state grid. To each middle or ending state in the state grid, there is a 
most possible path. Using a 3*3 state grid to illustrate this best path, it could 
look like this:  

 

Figure 4.13  An example of the most possible path to each of the three state 
at time T3 
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In Figure 4.13, each most possible path is called a partial best path and the 
probability of generating this path is the partial probability !. Therefor, !(#, %) 
is the max partial probability of getting to state # at time % and the partial best 
path is the hidden state sequence corresponding to !(#, %). Each state at time T 
has a partial probability and a partial best path, by finding the max partial 
probability and its partial best path, the overall best path can be calculated. 

Assume the observation sequence is a a1, a2, a3…aO , the probability of 
observing	} at state # is ^ } #  .  

Begin by calculating the max partial probability at time T1. Obviously, there is 
no best path at time T1 and thus we use the initial probability of each state 
times the probability of observing the first value as the partial probability at 
each state. 

! #, 1 = π # ^ a1 # 																																																(20) 

When T>1, consider the state grid below: 

 

 

Figure 4.14     Calculate the max partial probability of state Ä at time T 

Consider the best path to Å, it can only be from A, B or C at time T-1. In other 
words, the current state at time T only depends on the previous state at time T-1 
by using a one-step Markov chain. Thus the partial probability of state Å from 
state A is 

! ], x − 1 7 Å ] ^ a% Å 																																													(21) 

where ! ], x − 1  is the max partial probability of state A at time T-1, 7 Å ]  
is the transfer probability from state A to state Å, ^ a% Å  is the probability of 
observation a% at state Å. 

So the probability of the most possible path to Å is calculated as 
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! Å, x = N8)Z[Ç,É,Ñ ! #, x − 1 7 Å # ^ a% Å 																												(22)  

where the first item is the max partial probability of state # at time T-1, the 
second item is the one step transfer probability from state # to state Å and the 
third item is the probability of observing a% at state Å. 

So a general equation for calculating max partial probability is  

! #, x = N8)T ! 5, x − 1 7 # 5 ^ a% # 																												(23)  

Therefore, by using iteration we can find the probability of the best state path to 
the ending state, which has the biggest max partial probability among all the 
ending states, i.e. the probability of the most possible hidden state sequence to 
the overall situation. 

However, using iteration of equation (21) you can only get the probability of 
the best path, in order to find the best path we need a back pointer. 

Using the example in Figure 4.14, assume the best path to state Å at time T is 
from state A at time T-1. A back pointer is stored at state Å which points to 
state A as illustrated in Figure 4.15.  

 

 

Figure 4.15     Back pointer from state X to state A 

In this way, after we have the biggest max partial probability of an ending state, 
using another iteration of back pointer, it is possible to seek out the best path, 
i.e. the most possible hidden state sequence. 

4.3.2.2 Improved Viterbi algorithm for underground mine environment 

We have now introduced the general Viterbi algorithm. In underground mine 
environments, especially in tunnels, this general Viterbi algorithm is not 
suitable. In order to simulate human walking, a layered two-step HMM is 
introduced. Thus when calculating the max partial probability, not only the 
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previous state is taken into consideration, the state before the previous should 
be taken into account as well. This is the biggest issue of the general Viterbi 
algorithm because it only calculates one step transfer probability. In addition, a 
person cannot jump from one location to a faraway point, i.e. the partial best 
path is between neighbour states. To solve these two problems and make the 
Viterbi more suitable for underground environments, we proposed an improved 
Viterbi algorithm for positioning. 

Here, the problems of the general Viterbi algorithm are listed below: 

1. The MU cannot move to any other states than neighbour states. 

2. The state before the previous state should also be taken into 
consideration 

For problem 1, we can use the following solution 

 

Figure 4.16     Solution to problem 1 

By only calculating the max partial probability at time T from neighbour states 
at time T-1 and ignore other states at time T-1, problem 1 is solved.  

As for problem 2, the transfer probability item should be changed. By using 
equation (18) proposed in the layered two-step HMM of calculating transfer 
probability  

7 <y = 7 <y <ygD | <ygD <yg+ 																														(24)   

and Table 4.3:Transfer Probability distribution of the MU’s moving states, the 
equation of calculating partial probability  
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! #, x = N8)T ! 5, x − 1 7 # 5 ^ a% # 																												(25)  

is changed to  

! #, x  

= N8)T ! 5, x − 1 7 #, x 5, x − 1 5, x − 1 }, x − 2 ^ a% # 					(26) 

Therefore, problem 2 is solved. 

The improved Viterbi algorithm has a superb advantage over the general one, it 
can solve one situation which the general Viterbi algorithm cannot. The 
situation is illustrated in Figure 4.17: 

 

Figure 4.17     Existing situation of same partial probability path for 
general Viterbi algorithm 

In this situation, the partial probability of state C from state A is the same as 
that of state B. So, state C has two back pointers respectively pointing to state A 
and B. State E and state D has the same back pointer pointing to state C. In the 
general Viterbi algorithm, there are four best path if the max partial probability 
of D and E are the same. However, in reality, the path A-C-D which means 
forward-forward has a greater probability than path A-C-E which means 
forward-stop because it is more probable that a human would move forwards if 
she was moving forward the last time based on another assumption. For the 
same reason, path B-C-E has a bigger probability than path B-C-D when it 
comes to human walking. The improved Viterbi algorithm solves this problem 
because the directional information is contained in max partial probability. 
Thus the improved Viterbi algorithm better fits human walking and is more 
suitable for underground mine environments. 
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5 Results 
This chapter will list the positioning result using data groups from the on-line 
stage. Since three different probability distributions are applied to the data 
process, the positioning result of each distribution is illustrated and compared. 
Moreover, three RUs are placed at different locations, and the positioning result 
using each RU is shown and compared. After evaluation, a probability 
distribution and a RU are chosen for better performance and applied to test the 
reliability of the positioning algorithm. 

5.1 Results of probability distribution 

As the result of probability distribution are pretty close using different RUs, 
here we just illustrate the result of RU1. 

The improved Viterbi algorithm will generate a most possible sequence of 
hidden states which means a most possible walking path. In order to evaluate 
the result, a true sequence of states or a true state sequence of walking paths is 
needed. For data groups ranging from 1 to 36, the true state sequence is: 

[1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,
30,31,32,33,34,35,36,36,36,36,36]; 

From 36 to 1, it is 

[36,35,34,33,32,31,30,29,28,27,26,25,24,23,22,21,20,19,18,17,16,15,14,13,12,1
1,10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1,1,1,1,1]; 

Thus, the error per state from 1-36 using different probability distribution of 
RU1 is shown in Figure 5.1 
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Figure 5.1     The error per state from 1-36 using different probability 
distribution of RU1 (the X label is the true state sequence, the Y label is the 

error in meters) 

From Figure 5.1, random variable distribution and Gaussian distribution, seems 
to have a quite small error and a perfect result, while Mixed Gaussian 
distribution has a worse result and the error gets worse along with time. The 
average error using different techniques is shown in Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2     The mean error from 1-36 using different probability 
distribution of RU1 

In Figure 5.2, the mean error of random variable distribution and Gaussian 
distribution have a satisfying error within 1 meter while Mixed Gaussian 
distribution has a mean error of 3.7235 meters.  

Using data group 36 to 1 of RU1, the error per state from 36-1 using different 
probability distribution of RU1 is illustrated in Figure 5.3: 
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Figure 5.3     The error per state from 36-1 using different probability 
distribution of RU1 (the X label is the true state sequence, the Y label is the 

error in meters) 

From this picture, random distribution seems to have a very unsatisfying result 
and Gaussian distribution still has a very good performance. However, the 
mixed Gaussian distribution performed better than that of 1-36. Also, the 
average error of different techniques is shown in Figure 5.4 

 

Figure 5.4     The mean error from 36-1  
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In Figure 5.4, random variable distribution has a big error of 3.53 meters, 
Gaussian distribution has an error of 1.37 meters and mixed Gaussian has an 
error of 1.89 meters.  

Comparing to the results of both experiments, Gaussian distribution fits the 
collected data of a mine-like environment. Hence, it is chosen as the 
distribution of the positioning algorithm. 

5.2 RU results 

Since we have three RUs, how to use the RUs is the problem that needs to be 
solved. Should we just use one of them, or should we use a weight for their 
result?  

The result of the error per state from 1-36 using Gaussian distribution by 
different RUs is shown in Figure 5.5 

 

Figure 5.5     The error per state from 1-36 using Gaussian distribution by 
different RUs (the X label is the true state sequence, the Y label is the error 

in meters) 

In Figure 5.5, RU1 has the lowest error and has a satisfying result. RU3 is 
excellent in the beginning, and seems to grow after time T=32. RU2’s error is 
reducing with time, but the result is not satisfying. 

The average error using Gaussian distribution by different RUs is shown in 
Figure 5.6 
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Figure 5.6 Average error from 1-36 by different RUs 

In Figure 5.6, RU2 seems to have a poor result while RU1 has the smallest error 
and RU3 has an acceptable accuracy. 

The result of the error per state from 36-1 using Gaussian distribution by 
different RUs is shown in Figure 5.7. 

 

Figure 5.7     The error per state from 36-1(the X label is the true state 
sequence, the Y label is the error in meters) 

In Figure 5.7 the result of RU1 is good, RU2 is better than RU3 while the error 
of RU2 seems to grow with time. 
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The average error of different RUs using Gaussian distribution is shown in 
Figure 5.8. 

 

Figure 5.8 Average error in meters from 36-1 using Gaussian distribution 
by different RUs 

RU1’s error is 1.35 meters, RU2’s error is 15.375 meters and RU3’s error is 
1.875 meters. Apparently, RU1 and RU3 are far better than RU2.  

After all the evaluation, a weight of 0.9 to RU1, 0 to RU2 and 0.1 to RU3 is 
used in the test procedure based on the performance of RU1 and RU3. The 
choice of different RUs is based on environment and will be changed if the 
environment is different. 

5.3 Test results 

After the probability distribution and the weight of the RU is settled, data 
groups for testing is used to test the accuracy of the proposed algorithm. In a 
real time situation, the following conditions apply: the person may stop in the 
middle of the corridor or walk for a distance and then turn back. Therefore, the 
RSS value sequences from point 1 to 9 and which stop at 9, from point 1 to 9 
and then back to 1, from 36 to 15 and then stop at 15, from 36 to 15 and then 
move back are collected and used to test the algorithm .For the data group from 
1-9 then stopped, from 1-9-1 and from 36-15, the true state sequence are  

[1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9]; 
[1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1]; 
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[36,35,34,33,32,31,30,29,28,27,26,25,24,23,22,21,20,19,18,17,16,15,15,15,15,1
5,15,15,15,15,15,15,15,15,15,15,15,15,15,15]. 

The result is shown in Figure 5.9 

 

Figure 5.9  The result of proposed positioning algorithm (the X label is the 
true state sequence, the Y label is the error in meters) 

In Figure 5.9, the positioning algorithm has a better results for 1-9-1, which 
means forward-backward. As for the result of from 1-9 stopped, the error seems 
to grow with time. For 36-15 stopped, the result is also satisfying.  

The average error of the three test situations is shown in Figure 5.10: 
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Figure 5.10          Average error of the three test situations 

As we can see in Figure 5.10, the mean error of 1-9 stopped is 3.8 meters, from 
1-9-1 is 0.275 meters, and from 36-15 stop is 1.325 meters. 

5.4 Evaluation using other algorithms 

Compared the algorithm of scenery based method in the theory chapter, the 
accuracy of different positioning algorithms is shown in Figure 5.11 (the 
accuracy of the proposed method in this paper is calculated by mean of test 
errors.) 

 

Figure 5.11      Accuracy of different positioning algorithms 
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The proposed method and the positioning system using CEKF from the 
company ABB [23] , CTKNN from [10] and KNN from [9] has been tested in 
the same scenario. 

In Figure 5.11, we can see that the Layered Hidden Markov Model (LHMM) 
we propose has a good accuracy compared to other three methods, the result of 
moving from region 36 to 1 and moving from region 1 to 15 to 1 are below 2 
meters. However, moving from region 1 to 36 of LHMM has a bigger error than 
the method of CTNNSS. We believe that the human body has an impact on the 
result. As we know, the online testing data is collected by a person starting at 
region 1 and walking with a computer in his hands. The RSS values are 
measured and stored by the PC. When walking from region 1 to 36, the human 
body between RU and the MU, which is the PC, is an obstacle to the signal 
propagation.  
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6 Conclusion 
This chapter will explain the results of Chapter 5 and offer a solution to the 
constrains of the proposed algorithm as future work. 

6.1 Conclusions and explanation of results 

When processing the data, the mixed Gaussian distribution is appropriate for 
the data collected, but does not show a satisfying result in positioning compared 
to Gaussian distribution. It is likely this is because Gaussian distribution has a 
gentler curve fit of the data. In mixed Gaussian distribution, the probability in 
the valley of the two peaks is quite small and sometimes the range of the valley 
is very wide. Thus when the observation value falls into the valley, the 
probability of observation a% at state Å, ^ a% Å  , is extremely small and in 
this way the accuracy is not as satisfying as it was assumed to be.  

Furthermore, RU2 is in LOS to all the points but still shows a poor result. The 
accuracy of the proposed algorithm mainly depends on two components: 7 # 5  
and ^ a% # . 7 # 5  is the transfer probability between two states and ^ a% #  
is the probability observing a% at state i. The RUs which are in Line of Sight 
(LOS) to all points, the RSS values of the points which are to the same distance 
from it are almost the same. Because of this, RU in LOS to all points does not 
distinguish from where the path is coming or where it is heading. Thus, RUs in 
NLOS to all the points performed better than that in LOS. 

In the results from the real test, the error from 1-9 then stopped is quite large. 
However, the error from 36-15 then stopped is rather small. This is because the 
influence factor  7 # 5  is far bigger than ^ a% #  at state 9 and states around 9. 
Thus the algorithm suggests that the MU is still moving forward. 

6.2 Pros and cons of the proposed method 

The proposed algorithm has a better and acceptable accuracy in comparison to 
other positioning methods. The advantages of the proposed method is its 
accuracy and low cost. Little money is required to purchase a set of TP-Link 
Wi-Fi Routers and it is quite convenient to set it up in the environment. 
Moreover, the proposed method generates a sequence of MU positions rather 
than just one location, which is quite important. From the position sequence, we 
obtain more information about a moving MU and hence we not only obtain the 
MU’s current location but also information about where the MU is likely to go. 
This is quite useful and important when locating a miner in a mine disaster.  

However, the disadvantage of the proposed method is its limitations which 
constrain the MU to only moving in the middle of the corridors. This is 
hypothetical and probably unlikely in real life.  
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6.3 Ethics considerations 

This thesis work aim to find a location method for underground mine 
environments for the safety of mine workers. After the positioning algorithm, a 
track of movement for a walking person is generated, locating the position of 
miners. A problem could be the violation of the privacy of the miners. 
Sometimes the miners would not want to be located or will not want anybody 
else to know where they are. Hence, the ethics mainly lies in the violation the 
miners’ privacy. 

6.4 Limitations and future work 

The result of proposed algorithm is based on three assumptions. One of the 
assumptions constrains this algorithm: that the MU can only walk in the middle 
of the corridor. In reality, this assumption is unlikely as humans tends to walk 
in a random manner in tunnels. A new method should be proposed and tested 
taking this behaviour into account. The algorithm we proposed can generate a 
sequence of hidden states which represents the track of the MU. When this 
track sequence has been obtained, we find that the MU is at certain state at time 
T. By using a matching method, we able to remove the limitation of our 
algorithm.  

 

Figure 6.1     Improving idea for future work 

Figure 6.1 shows how to collect data. RSS values from a centre point and 4 sub 
points are collected and stored. Each sub point and centre point also has unique 
RSS values due to signal propagation fade. Thus after we are able to locate the 
MU to a certain cell by calculating the greatest probability of observation value 
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so that we can match the MU to one of the sub points and therefore remove the 
limitation. Which probability of distribution that should be applied to the sub 
points and the accuracy of this improvement has to be found.  

Also the result of different RUs shows that the proposed positioning method 
requires significant different mean value for Gaussian distribution of each 
region. So how to set appropriate regions and what size should a region be 
become the biggest problem and remains to be solved. 

At last, from the result of different RUs, the outcome of moving from region 1 
to 9 of RU2 and RU3 are better than RU1. This implies that some moving states’ 
result of RU2 or RU3 are better than RU1 and we should not use the data from 
RU1 to calculate the estimated paths only. In this certain situation, RU1 
performs better than RU2 and RU3 but this may change if the environment is 
different. Hence, which RU should be used for a certain moving state and how 
to improve the result by using other RUs should be studied.  

In summary, the future work can be carried out as below: 

• Research on matching algorithms and conduct experiments to find out 
the most suitable ones. 

• Conduct experiments to find out how to set appropriate regions and 
what size should a region be 

• Find out a way of improving the result by using other RUs’ outcomes. 

6.5 Summary 

This paper analyses existing positioning algorithms and proposes a layered two-
step HMM for underground environment location. The main advantage of the 
proposed algorithm over other scenery based algorithms is that the direction 
information is contained and a human walking probability distribution is 
introduced. It also shows very satisfying results in a mine-like environment. 
Even though there are still some defects in the algorithm and it is need of 
improvements, it is a first version of a positioning algorithm describing human 
walk in underground mine environment. We claim that the proposed 
positioning method is suitable for underground mine environments to a low cost 
and with acceptable accuracy. 
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